DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS presents:

SONIA KOVALEVSKY DAY 2018
A Day of Fun Mathematical Activities and Career Information for Young Women

Saturday, October 6, 2018
at the NDSU Campus in Fargo,
9:00 am-3:15pm

Featuring:

- The Birthday Problem and the Pigeonhole Principle
- Kepler's Laws and the Three Body Problem
- The mathematics of the game SET
- Math Competition and PRIZES

And a Keynote Address by

Kaisa Taipale
(University of Minnesota)

Register at
https://www.ndsu.edu/math/outreach_events/sonia_kovalevsky_day/registration/

Sponsored by:

NDSU Department of Mathematics
College of Science & Mathematics
NDSU Bookstore

ND EPSCoR
Established Program to Stimulate Competitive Research

Microsoft